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Dear Buskaid
Supporters

.........................................................
2012 is a significant double anniversary year for Buskaid:
it’s twenty years since more than 100 professional musicians
played on the concourses of sixteen British Rail stations to
raise money for disadvantaged young black musicians in
Soweto; whilst fifteen years ago last January I established
the fledgling Buskaid Soweto String Project, by offering violin
lessons to a handful of children in the dilapidated office of a
priest’s house in Diepkloof, Soweto.
Those of you who have followed the story from the beginning
must be well aware of Buskaid’s meteoric and spectacular rise
over the past fifteen years. From the enormous challenges
of teaching in such a confined space, to the building of our
own Music School in Diepkloof in 1999; from the difficulties
of persuading Johannesburg-based teachers to come into
Soweto, to the inception of our highly successful in-house
teacher-training programme in 2001; from our first little
concert tour to Cape Town in 1998, to the 21 international
tours we have undertaken in the intervening years; from
the success of our first UK tertiary study student, Samson
Diamond, to the achievements of our three students currently
studying at the Royal Academy of Music, London – all these
extraordinary developments are cause for great celebration.
There is a further reason to celebrate: an anniversary marks
another period of survival, which in tough economic times
should never be taken for granted.
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2012 has certainly not disappointed!
Activities and events include

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

the expansion of our teaching programme, with a
further intake of 33 new beginners
a music and environmental workshop
in glorious bush surroundings
two highly successful international tours - to London
and France
eleven public concerts presented in South Africa
and internationally
a sold-out concert at Johannesburg’s Linder Auditorium
the world premiEre of a suite by Karl Jenkins, dedicated
to the Buskaid Ensemble

a further successful year for Kabelo Monnathebe,
	Tiisetso Mashishi and Simiso Radebe, our three students
studying at the Royal Academy of Music in London

›

a 100% success rate for eight candidates taking
practical exams of the Associated Board of the Royal
	Schools of Music, who between them gained seven
	Distinctions and a Merit

›

a large number of visits from international musicians,
observers, supporters and news reporters – including
	Alex Crawford and her Sky news camera crew
All these activities were made possible through generous grants and
sponsorships in South Africa from the National Lottery Distribution Trust
Fund (NLDTF), TOTAL South Africa, the Oppenheimer Memorial Trust, the
Ivor Ichikowitz Family Foundation and the Doshi Group of Companies; and
overseas, through generous donations to Buskaid’s UK Trust. A list of all key
donors appears at the end of this Newsletter.
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Graham de Lacy

Alex Crawford
visits Buskaid

.........................................................
Since 1997 Buskaid has generated a great deal of local and
global media interest, which continued in 2012 with visits
from a French TV company for South African Tourism, and
Spanish journalist Xavier Aldekoa filming for TeleSUR TV,
a Latin American channel broadcasting throughout South
America. In November we were thrilled to welcome a Sky
News team consisting of the award-winning journalist
Alex Crawford and cameramen Garwen McLuckie and
Claude Colart, who spent a whole afternoon interviewing
and filming a group of beginners, teachers and Ensemble
members for a piece about Buskaid.
At the time of going to
press, we gather that
the report will be aired
on Sky News during the
week before Christmas.
Please visit our website
www.buskaid.org.za or
our Facebook page for an
update. Don’t miss this
great chance to see
Buskaid in action!
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After their visit Alex Crawford commented: We have covered dozens of wars,
reported on earthquakes and tsunamis, assassinations, coups and invasions but
one of the most inspiring afternoons we've enjoyed recently was hearing the
Buskaid musicians. Their passion for playing and their skills were stunning.
Garwen even admitted to having tears in his eyes watching Cecelia give of her
all in Mamma Mia. From seeing teeny tots tackling their violins with such obvious
enthusiasm led by the mischievous Solly to the Ensemble dancing and playing with
such delightful yet playful purpose, we felt truly privileged to be in the presence
of so much talent. The students of Buskaid have an utterly devoted
and charismatic tutor in Rosemary Nalden. How lucky they and we are!
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Pierre du Toit

Pierre du Toit

Pierre du Toit

the Music
School

2012, our third and final year of a substantial grant from the
NLDTF, has seen further growth and expansion in the essential
business of teaching and teacher-training. Cecelia, Keabetswe,
Lesego, Katlego and Pule, who now comprise Buskaid’s
full-time staff of Assistant Teachers (supported by Simiso,
Kabelo and Tiisetso whenever they return to South Africa from
the UK), teach regularly on four weekday afternoons and every
weekend. Keabetswe and Cecelia
ˇ started yet another beginner
class of 20 new violinists in February, Pule’s week is full to the
brim with twelve double bass students queuing up for lessons
and classes, whilst Katlego is teaching eleven ‘baby beginner’
cellists. Lesego continues to lead and assist at group lessons, as
well as giving individual lessons. Cecelia, Keabetswe and Pule
are also Learnership students (receiving modest stipends for
intensive instrumental study), which enables them to continue
developing their playing skills through regular practice sessions
at the Music School.
I am frequently reminded of earlier days in my own career as both performer and
teacher (trained and mentored by the great British violin teacher, Sheila Nelson), when
there was a widely-held perception that musicians were either performers, or teachers,
but rarely both. Teaching as a profession was thoroughly underrated, with teachers
often considered to be mere failed performers. Times have changed: string teaching
is now recognised as a highly skilled profession, and teacher-training courses have
enabled performers to develop teaching skills and enjoy the rewards of both careers.
All the teachers in our Music School strive constantly to improve their knowledge of
teaching and playing, aspiring to successful careers in both areas of expertise.
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Graham de Lacy

.........................................................

Younger Buskaid students who are still at school are encouraged to help at all levels
as Trainee Teachers, and whilst doing so receive training from the Assistant Teachers,
Sonja and myself. We have also found that pupils from very elementary groups are
extremely keen to show off their knowledge to new beginners, a situation which we
welcome – we start the training process early!
Sonja and I continue to teach individuals and groups at every level, and this year we
invited Bettie van Wyk to join our staff to support Sonja as a part-time cello teacher.
Bettie is very popular with her pupils, as is Michael Watt, our aural and piano teacher,
who, like Bettie, leads a very busy life as a teacher in Johannesburg, but has managed
to slot in a regular weekly visit to Buskaid. Both teachers have contributed greatly to
Buskaid this year and we are most fortunate to have them on our staff. Sadly, since
she fell seriously ill earlier this year, Nanette Andersen has not been able to visit us
on Saturday mornings to give her invaluable Alexander lessons. We miss Nanette very
much and wish her a full and speedy recovery.
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2012 Workshop

.........................................................

T

he tranquil setting of Parnassus Farm in Magaliesburg was
once again the chosen venue for our annual string and
environmental workshop, which took place in late March,
and was wholly funded by the NLDTF. This year we invited all
senior and junior Ensemble members, with the addition of three
talented and highly motivated nine-year-old ‘beginners’ - Solly,
Tshidiso and Tamara. Kabelo, Tiisetso and Simiso were flown
back to South Africa for the workshop, as this was our only
chance to rehearse together before the Ensemble's French tour.

The pattern followed that of previous workshops: mornings devoted to intensive
Ensemble rehearsals, afternoons spent outdoors with Hanneke van der Merwe and her
team of environmental specialists, and evenings spent devising and rehearsing new
Gospel and Kwela arrangements.
Always keen to raise the bar, I had chosen an entirely new and challenging
programme of music for 2012, including works by Rameau, Handel, Saint-George
Arensky, Rachmaninov, Mendelssohn, Janácek,
Bloch and Wirén. Between us we
ˇ
selected pieces from this list which we liked the most and could realistically hope to
perform later in the year in France and South Africa.
Energy levels were high, and although every four-hour morning rehearsal started
promptly at nine, a few zealous individuals - specifically the violas! – were up before
breakfast to put in some extra work. Later each day more sectional rehearsals took
place, as well as informal chamber music sessions which the students organised
themselves.
Meanwhile Sonja worked tirelessly every morning with the Junior Ensemble and the
three little beginners. Sonja’s challenge was to bring together a disparate group of
players and mould them into a functioning ensemble, which she did with remarkable
success, using a variety of training repertoire for string orchestra.
All these musical efforts culminated in a presentable informal concert on the final
afternoon, attended by all the students, the Parnassus staff and a few friends.
Outdoor activities were once again creatively organised by Hanneke and her team.
On day one the Buskaid students were divided into mixed-age teams. Having thought
up colourful names for themselves - Meat Meat, Doom Tomb Litter, Blackberries
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and Impossible Roar – the teams composed appropriate war-cries, which they then
performed. Other highlights included a blindfold treasure hunt down by the river,
and the invention of a mythical fantasy animal through creative body teamwork!
These rather bizarre animals were named Littervore, Amphiberry, Alien Ostrich and
Rocksobike, and their presentations caused a great deal of laughter.
One lunchtime Tshidiso was given a special tenth birthday party with balloons and
a birthday cake. This was accompanied by some very raucous celebratory African
dancing and singing, leading us to wonder what had happened to all that refined
musical training…
On the final day before the concert, Hanneke and her team had prepared a
challenging eco nature trail and treasure hunt. Along the route there were helpful
paper clues, most of which were unfortunately devoured by the local baboon troupe,
undoubtedly cross at being excluded! The Assault Course, which was part of the trail,
included blindfold walks across a swing bridge with ‘sighted’ leaders, to encourage
trust, and a very contorted climb through a rope ‘spider’s web’ which certainly
challenged less athletic team members!
Once again, this workshop served to raise musical standards, whilst bonding
the Buskaid youngsters both musically and socially in a beautiful and peaceful
environment. We are most grateful to the NLDTF for making this possible.
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Concerts in
South Africa
Our first major outing of the year was a concert in
Johannesburg on 14 February for the International Mozart
Festival, which took place in the Music Room of Villa Arcadia,
the magnificently restored Herbert Baker mansion belonging
to Hollard Insurance. This concert seemed the ideal opportunity
to feature and promote the music of the 18th century French
composer Le Chevalier de Saint-George's, the so-called ‘Black
Mozart’. As our three most advanced string players were by
now back studying in the UK, I invited Kabelo Motlhomi, a
Buskaid graduate violinist, to perform Saint-George’s Violin
Concerto in G major, in its entirety. This is a flamboyant work,
typical of the virtuoso violin writing of Saint-George - himself a
highly accomplished violinist - which Kabelo played with great
flair. The date of the concert was also an excellent excuse to
include a bracket of light love songs, performed by our very
own divas, Mathapelo Matabane and Cecelia Manyama. This
evening was a most enjoyable occasion, with the capacity
audience giving us a standing ovation.
Our next public appearance in South Africa was at the Brooklyn Theatre in Pretoria
on 6 July. It has been noted on more than one occasion that when it comes to concert
and theatre attendance, there seems to be an invisible line dividing Johannesburg and
Pretoria, despite the fact that they are only 50 or so kilometres apart. Whatever the
reason, we found ourselves playing to an audience of just 27 people – hardy Buskaid
stalwarts – in a theatre seating 400. It was a curious experience, coming hard on the
heels of all our full houses in France; but the enthusiasm of those 27 people knew no
bounds and they made up for paucity in numbers by giving us a rip-roaring reception.
A month later we appeared as guest artists at an MTN Classic FM Soirée – an event
which combines supper and a concert in the elegant surroundings of Summer Place,

Graham de Lacy

.........................................................

Johannesburg. As a challenge to the Ensemble I decided to include an entirely new
work – an arrangement for string orchestra by Michael Pilkington of Max Bruch’s
Romanze for solo viola and orchestra. Our soloist was Tiisetso Mashishi, who had just
completed his third year at the Royal Academy of Music in London. His beautifully
expressive and focused playing captured the mood of this piece perfectly. I felt that
this very positive challenge might help Tiisetso, who has endured a difficult few years
dealing with the death of both his parents between 2008 and 2010; and indeed he
rose to the occasion magnificently.
Unlike the Pretoria concert in July, this evening was sold out long before the event,
and our eclectic choice of classical, classic pop and Kwela music, which showed off
these young people’s skills as accomplished musicians, actors, singers and dancers,
brought the house down.
It was during this evening that the CEO of Classic FM South Africa, Dominic Ntsele,
pledged to fill to overflowing our most important South African concert of the
year which would take place in just over a month’s time at the Linder Auditorium,
Johannesburg’s main concert venue.
The highlight of the Linder concert was to be the world première of Karl Jenkins’
Soweto Suite for Strings, a new piece consisting of movements arranged specifically
for the Buskaid Ensemble from his Stabat Mater and The Armed Man.
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Following performances of both masses in Johannesburg a couple of years previously,
during which sixteen current and former Buskaid musicians had played under the
composer’s baton, I wrote to Karl Jenkins to ask whether he would consider arranging
a string suite adapted from these two works especially for the Buskaid Ensemble.
Within days I had received a warm and very positive response from him; the suite
(arranged by John Glenesk Mortimer) whose title page is inscribed 'To Rosemary
Nalden and Buskaid' reached us about a month before the concert. Although
time was short we immediately set about learning the new music, deriving much
enjoyment as it all took shape. Especially excited was ten-year-old Solly, a beginner
violinist, who played the darbuka (an ancient Arabic drum) with help from the
percussionist and marimba specialist, Magda de Vries. We are most grateful to Karl
Jenkins for his generous gift to Buskaid, and to Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers
for making the music available to us at no cost.
Although the official first performance was to take place at the Linder concert, two
weeks previously we gave a sneak preview at a Soweto Community concert, full to
overflowing with families and friends of our students, as well as a few visitors from
Johannesburg. To our great delight, though the idiom may have been unfamiliar,
Soweto Suite for Strings was greeted with roars of approval, as was the entire concert.
The programme for both this community concert and the forthcoming Linder concert
consisted of baroque, classical, romantic, 20th century, contemporary crossover, classic
pop, Afro-pop and African township music: as one local journalist summed it up
‘A classical concert… defying all stereotypes…’
After an eventful advertising campaign, the Linder Auditorium concert on
8 September was finally upon us. In the weeks running up to the concert, the whole
of Johannesburg had been treated to a magnificent display of street posters featuring
Graham de Lacy’s photographs of six Buskaid musicians. Classic FM, true to Dom
Ntsele’s word, mounted an extensive advertising campaign on our behalf, whilst
the PR company Total Exposure once again gave us generous pro bono services. In
addition to the NLTDF’s financial contributions, we therefore received a great deal of
donated publicity. As a result, not only was the Linder Auditorium fully booked several
days before the concert, but on the night there was a sizeable queue for returns!

Pierre du Toit

At that magical moment of walking on stage to be greeted by a packed hall, I think
we all knew that this concert would be memorable. Behind us was a spectacular
display of Graham de Lacy’s photographs of Buskaid students. Graham and a team
of helpers had been working against the clock to mount these vast pictures, which
were sponsored anonymously especially for the occasion. We greatly appreciate the
generosity of both Graham and his sponsor in transforming this space so strikingly.
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The standard of performance throughout the evening was of the highest level and
many people remarked on the fact that this year the Buskaid Ensemble has reached
new heights of professionalism, both musical and technical. And the youngest
member of the Ensemble is just twelve years old!

The concert opened with movements from Rameau’s Castor and Pollux ; this was
followed by Chevalier de Saint-George’s Symphonie Concertante for two violins and
orchestra, in which Simiso Radebe and Kabelo Monnathebe were the soloists; a littleknown early work by Leos Janácek
ˇ - the highly romantic Idyll for String Orchestra; and
Dag Wirén’s famous Marcia from his Serenade for String Orchestra. Also included in
the first half were three new arrangements of ‘classic pop’ songs, featuring Cecelia
and Mathapelo. After the interval we played Handel’s Suite from Terpsichore; Kabelo
Monnathebe then returned as soloist in Bloch’s Nigun. His poignant interpretation
was received with rapturous applause.

all the musicians still managed to communicate with one another, using their own
brand of musical telepathy!
Other more predictable events included numbers of corporate performances and
Awards ceremonies, a Garden Party at the residence of the UK Trade Commissioner,
a community concert for Seventh Day Adventists in Orlando, Soweto, and a wedding
at Rodean School Chapel, Johannesburg, when Khotso Langa solemnly led the bride,
Susan Williams, up to the altar.

The formal part of the concert concluded with Soweto Suite for Strings, which, not
unexpectedly, met with a deafening reception. The whole evening ended with our
indefatigable young musicians playing, dancing and singing some new Kwela and
Gospel arrangements.
Much of the music we played at this and other concerts this year was kindly supplied
or arranged by a variety of musician friends - Ivry Gitlis, Timothy Kraemer, Roy
Mowatt, Michael Pilkington and Graham Sadler - and we are indebted to them all.
We’d also like to thank Marion Hassall and Michelle Smith for bravely undertaking to
feed all our ravenous young musicians before the Linder concert!
Over the next few weeks we received a record number of congratulatory emails;
Rexleigh Bunyard’s perceptive review is reproduced in full at the end of this
Newsletter. Listening recently to the sound recording of this concert I was vividly
reminded of the exuberant musical energy emanating from these young musicians.
Once editing is complete there will be a DVD of the concert available for purchase.

Over the years we have played at numbers of unusual (even bizarre!) events and 2012
has been no exception. Early in the year our Chamber Ensemble musicians found
themselves unexpectedly balanced on a platform in the middle of a lake, surrounded
by the idyllic Nirox Nature Reserve in the heart of the Cradle of Humankind (a World
Heritage site which has produced some of the oldest hominid fossils ever found) –
until a massive thunderstorm struck and they had to beat a very hasty retreat.
A performance at the Rand Merchant Bank Book Fair at Kingsmead School presented
a different challenge. The Ensemble was asked to play with the South African Quartet
of Peace, but a large ‘tree of books’ had been erected in the centre of the playing
space, around which the musicians were positioned in a circle, facing outwards of
course. Visual and aural contact was therefore somewhat limited; notwithstanding,

Greg da Silva

Corporate performances
and
other events
.................................................................................
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International
LONDON, Paris & Toulouse
Tours
.........................................................

O

ur first venture abroad in 2012 was a visit to London in
March by a group of six ensemble members to perform
at The Observer’s TEDx event, as part of my TED talk
on Buskaid. On arrival, we met up with Kabelo, Tiisetso and
Simiso, and started rehearsing together almost immediately in
preparation for both the TEDx appearance and for a Buskaid
Chamber Ensemble public concert.

Fortunately, all nine musicians have known one another and played together for
many years, and it did not take long for the group to integrate musically. The TEDx
appearance at the Sadlers Wells Theatre, though brief, proved very popular with the
capacity audience; an added bonus towards the end of a long but fascinating day
was a brief collaboration with our Colombian contemporary dance friends from
El Colegio del Cuerpo, also performing as part of a TEDx talk given by their director
Alvaro Restrepo.
Two days later, on Monday 12 March, the Ensemble presented a concert of baroque,
classical, ‘classic pop’ and Kwela music to a substantial and wildly enthusiastic
audience of Buskaid supporters, friends, professional musicians and the general public,
at St Marylebone Church in central London. In particular the Ensemble’s performances
of the Biber Sonata lll and the Bartók Rumanian Dances - plus Mathapelo and Cecelia’s
seductive renderings of Send in the Clowns and Son of a Preacherman - brought
the house down. I don’t think I have ever seen such a large number of professional
musicians gathered together in a London concert audience, all of whom expressed
wonderment at the musicality, energy and professionalism of these young people.
We are most grateful to both The Observer and to the Ichikowitz Family Foundation
for underwriting the costs of this very successful tour. We also much appreciate the
donations which we received from many audience members following this event, as
well as the assistance of the Royal Academy of Music in supplying us with rehearsal
space. The rare luxury of having continuo instruments play with us was made possible
through the generously donated services of harpsichordist Paul Nicholson and theorbo
player Alex McCartney; whilst Malcolm Greenhalgh supplied the harpsichord and
chamber organ free of charge.
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After the concert, five young people returned to South Africa, but the sixth, Pule
Lekarapa, remained in London to receive a series of lessons from Peter Buckoke,
the renowned double bass player, professor of bass and teacher of the Alexander
Technique at the Royal College of Music. Pule returned to South Africa with me some
days later, hugely stimulated and motivated by the inspiring lessons which Peter had
so generously given him. Unfortunately we are still without a specialist double bass
teacher in Soweto, so these sessions were of significant help both to Pule and to the
Music School.

The next morning we were up early to check out of our accommodation and catch
the TGV to Toulouse, for our final concert. Needless to say, all these journeys require
meticulous planning, but although I thought every detail had been covered, it
hadn’t crossed my mind to establish what facilities there were on the TGV for storing
two double basses and three cellos. To my horror, there were no separate luggage
compartments! To other passengers’ dismay, by the time they boarded the train, we
had had no choice but to establish ourselves, our baggage, and all the instruments
very firmly in every available space inside and at either end of two carriages!

During this trip I also took time to visit Paris for one day to start setting up our second
international tour which was to take place in late June. This turned out to be our very
first tour organised in its entirety from South Africa, and it was a daunting prospect!
However, once again we were most fortunate to benefit from the committed financial
support of TOTAL South Africa, which sponsored the entire tour. Gradually, as the
contacts I had established in Paris became more involved, a viable tour schedule
emerged, and by the time we left Johannesburg to travel to Paris on 17 June the
whole tour had been organised, down to the very last detail. In this connection we
highlight the assistance of the French Consulate in Johannesburg in granting us
courtesy Schengen visas, as well as the invaluable help given by the Consul of France,
M Christian-Michel Robert, in obtaining visas for our three students at the Royal
Academy of Music.

Our final concert took place in the
magnificent Basilique Saint Sernin
de Toulouse, which was full to
overflowing with a truly ‘rainbow’
audience, many of whom were
members of La M.A.T.. To their utter
delight, we ended the concert by
moving to the centre of this great
basilica, so that those nearer the
back of the church could experience
the energy of our players at close
range. The rousing and appreciative
reception we were given was reminiscent of the very best of Soweto audiences – a
truly memorable end to a really great tour.

On 21 June, France’s famous Fête de la Musique, we opened the tour with two
concerts at the Cité de la Musique, whose staff welcomed us back warmly after our
previous visit in 2007. This was followed by a series of performances organised by Le
Concert de Monsieur de Saint-George, an association dedicated to the rehabilitation
of this composer and the promotion of his music; and La Maison de l’Afrique à
Toulouse (La M.A.T.), an organisation which encourages dialogue between Europe and
Africa, specifically through cultural exchange.
The first of these concerts took place in the resplendent surroundings of La Galerie
Dorée in the historic Hôtel de Toulouse, the home of the Banque de France, in the
presence of an elegant and distinguished invited audience, which gave us standing
ovations at this most prestigious event.
A well-earned day off followed, during which the Buskaid musicians were taken on
a sightseeing coach tour and an excursion on the Seine, followed by a popular lunch
of very large French hamburgers - all generously organised and sponsored by the
supportive staff of South African Tourism in Paris.
On Sunday 24 June we played to a sizeable, extremely appreciative audience in Salle
Gaveau, a charming turn-of-the-century Parisian concert hall. Many members of this
audience belonged to the association Le Concert de Monsieur de Saint-George, and
they were intrigued and delighted to hear so much of his music performed with such
distinction and style by an all-African ensemble.

It goes without saying that when we undertake any international tour, we are acutely
aware of the huge responsibility we take for the welfare of our young musicians – on
this occasion, 26 of them, with an age range of twelve to 31. As always, they were
cared for by our chaperone Hanneke van der Merwe, who was assisted by my longstanding friend, Cherryl Gardiner. We greatly appreciate the tireless and vigilant
support of both Hanneke and Cherryl, who ensured the smooth running of this tour
at every juncture.
Over the years we have been extremely fortunate to receive sponsorship from TOTAL
South Africa which has enabled us to tour the world to countries as far apart as Syria,
Colombia, and France. The value of these tours cannot be overestimated. They have
opened the minds of all the young people lucky enough to have been included, so
that they return to their families and communities in Soweto with a transformed
perspective of the outside world. And at the same time, the impact of the Buskaid
musicians on global audiences is nothing short of spectacular: through their discipline,
musicality and professionalism they are considered to be the very finest of South
Africa’s cultural ambassadors.
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Visitors to the
Music
School
....................................................

In January we welcomed my good friend and
colleague, the violinist Nancy Elan, who came out
from the UK for ten days to help with some advanced
violin teaching (though she soon found herself getting
involved in the rough and tumble of ‘baby’ group
lessons!). Nancy’s skilled input was of invaluable help
in the run-up to the February Mozart Festival concert
as she did much painstaking sectional work with the
violinists, as well as giving numbers of individual
lessons.
Towards the end of April we received a visit from
the delightful Harlem Quartet, whose mission is ‘to
advance diversity in classical music while engaging
young and new audiences…’. Their fresh, energetic
and often humorous approach to playing music
resonated perfectly with our young musicians, and a
boisterous musical interaction followed their virtuosic
improvisatory performance of Take The A-Train.
A romp together through Steel City Strut was
followed by a Kwela jamming session in which the
Harlems joined with great gusto.
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New York was completely mesmerised by a violin duo
performance by Khotso Langa and Mzwandile Twala.
As one of the group declared – ‘We were all expecting
a rather scratchy noise, but instead we were treated
to a very sophisticated performance by two extremely
talented little boys!’

Much later in the year a group of adult folk musicians
from Réunion Island, called Fanfare Byin Mayé
(literally, 'well-mixed brass band’ – a reference to their
mixed race) paid a visit to the Music School. They were
welcomed by our musicians with some Kwela and a
teaching demonstration, which was followed by a
lively discussion about both cultures. The visitors, who
were dressed in colourful traditional costume, then
took to the streets outside the Music School to give an
impromptu and very theatrical performance for the
entire neighbourhood.

We also received some diverse international groups
of observers. In September, a group of high-powered
African-American professional women from

Finally, in early November we welcomed a party of
41 French jewellers, touring South Africa as part of
the current French South African Season. Although
most of our students were in the middle of school
exams, the Assistant Teachers had assembled a class of
beginners to whom they gave a demonstration lesson.
This was followed by a brief performance by these
teachers, a short talk about the history of Buskaid,
and a Q&A session. Quite a few of the visitors were
already familiar with Buskaid through extensive French
TV coverage in the run-up to our tour earlier in the
year, and, visibly moved by the experience of coming
into Soweto to visit us, they made some generous
donations.

Student
News
....................................................
We are very proud of the achievements of our three
students currently studying at the Royal Academy
of Music (RAM), London. All three passed their final
examinations, Simiso rounding off his first year with
a Distinction for his violin performance exam, and
Kabelo and Tiisetso successfully completing their third
year of study. In September they all left South Africa
once again to continue their studies at the RAM. The
cultural adjustments which these three young men
have to make as they move from one environment
to another cannot be underestimated. The weather
is also a significant challenge! It is to their credit that
they have not only survived, but have turned these
challenges to great advantage. Their presence in the
Music School when they return home is a great asset
in terms of their playing and teaching contributions.
We are indebted to the Oppenheimer Memorial
Trust (OMT) for its continuing unstinting generosity

in supporting all three students. The OMT has
now been assisting the tertiary study of Buskaid
students virtually uninterrupted since 2002.

Graham de Lacy

Pierre du Toit

Over the years it has become increasingly obvious
to us that it is impossible to teach a child music on
a one-to-one basis, without becoming involved in
his or her personal life: to what extent depends
very much on the stability or otherwise of that
child’s life and background. A perfect solution
to this problem would be in-house medical and
psychiatric support! Sadly, not only is this not
possible, but the services available through public
healthcare in the townships are still severely
limited. As a partial solution, we have gradually
built up a support system to deal with some of
the problems confronting our young students and
their families. We acknowledge with gratitude
the generosity of orthodontist Dr Mark Jackson,
dentist Dr Ian Jones, Southdale Optometrists,
clinical psychologist Jonathan Percale, and staff at
the Centre for Sports Medicine - all of whom have
either donated their services or charged us greatly
reduced fees.

Student
Profile
.....................................
Mzwandile Twala
One Saturday afternoon in 2003, while I was taking an Ensemble rehearsal in the
Music School, a very small boy appeared in the doorway of the rehearsal room.
He was nicely dressed and wore very large glasses. Assuming he was related to
one of our students, I was taken by surprise when an elderly woman I had never
seen before put her head round the door and claimed responsibility. That day she
had brought him to Buskaid from ‘deep Soweto’ – at least two long minibus taxi
rides – in the hope that we would accept him. Although at just three years old he

Pierre du Toit

In the UK we acknowledge with great gratitude
the very substantial donation we received from
the Caring Trust towards Simiso’s studies, as well
as other generous donations, which we list at the
end of this Newsletter.

was far younger than any
child we had ever taught,
we absorbed him into the
youngest beginners’ group
where he was responsive,
but also rather disruptive.
I however had the gut feeling
that little Mzwandile knew
exactly what the deal was,
but chose at that stage not to
get too involved.
Like many township orphans,
Mzwandile had been
abandoned by his teenage
mother when he was a baby, and after numerous relatives had tried unsuccessfully
to care for him, he was eventually found in Soweto by social welfare officers in
unspeakable circumstances. His adoptive ‘Granny’, Verely Motiki, who is not a blood
relation, started to care for him when he was fifteen months old, and it was she
who decided to bring him to Buskaid. Very recently she told me why. Some time
before she brought him to us, he had fashioned for himself an instrument of sorts
by attaching a piece of string across an empty tin, which he carried around with
him constantly. For this reason, in her wisdom, she had made enquiries about string
teaching in Soweto and had discovered Buskaid.
Towards the end of 2009, I decided that Mzwandile might benefit from more
intensive attention. At this stage he was being well taught by Keabetswe, but I had
the feeling that there was an underlying prodigious talent which now needed more
experienced input. I started giving him individual lessons, and to my delight his
progress was phenomenal. Earlier this year I fast-tracked him through ABRSM Grade
5, which he sat in October. Mzwandile was awarded the highest marks of all our
entrants – 142/150, with 30/30 for one of his pieces. This little boy, whose beginnings
were so appalling, is now a fully-fledged member of the Ensemble, has already
travelled to South America and Europe, and - provided he doesn’t undergo a radical
adolescent change of heart - may well become one of South Africa’s finest violinists.
There is a further positive element in this very appealing Buskaid story. Since 2009,
South African benefactors David and Lil Munro have sponsored various aspects of
Mzwandile’s education and day-to-day living expenses, including food, fares, fees,
books, school uniforms and medical treatment. They have met Mzwandile on a
number of occasions, and follow his progress with genuine interest and concern.
Mzwandile and Verely gave permission for their story to be published in
this Newsletter
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Examinations for the
Associated Board of the
Royal
Schools of Music
................................................................................

Secondly, as I mentioned in last year’s Newsletter, we are desperately short of space.
Progress in fundraising for the building extension has been slow – mainly because at
the moment we are forced to focus on our immediate financial needs. In the not-toodistant future however it is vital that we expand our current space to accommodate
the growing numbers of children and teachers who flock into the Music School on a
daily basis, since shortage of adequate facilities now has a negative impact on all our
activities.

This year we presented eight candidates for ABRSM exams: three Grade 5 violinists,
one Grade 7 cellist, three Grade 8 violinists and one Grade 8 double bass player. We
are all thrilled with the excellent results – Distinctions for seven out of the eight
candidates, and a high Merit for the Grade 7 cellist, whose aural tests sadly let him
down on the day. Our thanks go once again to the distinguished pianist Jill Richards
for her intensive work with all the candidates during her many visits into Soweto.
We also appreciate the support of those audience members who travelled into
Soweto two weeks before the exams to attend the candidates’ preparatory recital.

If you, or anyone you think may be interested, are in a position to help Buskaid,
however modestly, we should love to hear from you. Potential funders are welcome
to request more detailed financial information from any of our three Trusts (details
overleaf) which we shall willingly supply. Meanwhile, a South African audience
member, Nontando Hadebe, on encountering the Buskaid Ensemble for the very first
time at the Linder Auditorium concert in September, was inspired to approach us with
some creative fundraising ideas. As a guest at our recent November EXCO she quoted
the African proverb 'It takes a village to raise a child,' adding her own comment 'and
it takes a community to support a vision…'

Our Fifteenth Anniversary year gives us a great excuse to reflect proudly on past
ABRSM successes. Of the 70 candidates for practical examinations (mainly Grades 5
to 8) whom we have presented since 2002, all have passed – gaining 57 Distinctions,
nine Merits and four Passes. Five of our advanced students have been awarded
ABRSM Diplomas, of whom three achieved coveted Distinctions.

Looking
Forward
................................................................................
I don’t believe that there is a single person associated with Buskaid who is not looking
forward with relish to the opportunities and possibilities which lie ahead. However
there are two substantial obstacles which currently stand between us and a secure
future.
For the past three years we have enjoyed a magnificent grant of nearly seven
million rands (£500,000) from the NLDTF, which, together with other very generous
sponsorships, grants and individual gifts from companies, trusts and supporters here
in South Africa and internationally, has enabled us to enjoy a period of matchless
abundance and growth in all our activities. We are enormously indebted to the
NLDTF and to every single organisation and individual whose support has enabled
us to demonstrate what miracles are possible, in terms of transforming lives whilst
simultaneously achieving standards of excellence - and all on a relatively modest
budget. But despite our very best efforts, and although we have taken great care to
build up a modest emergency fund over the years, we are still short of the funding we
need, simply to maintain our current level of activities in 2013.
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Nontando and another member of that particular Linder audience have now made
monthly financial commitments to Buskaid – as have a number of very loyal UK and
South African supporters over the years, for which we are extremely grateful. Her
enthusiasm for this idea has reminded us that other supporters may like to join the
Buskaid ‘community’ by pledging regular donations – however modest – in the form
of monthly debit orders. She also suggested that some donors may like to meet and
help a specific child, at a cost of around 30 000 rands (£2,500) a year. (An example of
this is highlighted in our student profile above.)
A happy bonus – in South Africa, all donations to Buskaid are tax-deductible, as we
have Section 18A status; in the UK if you Gift Aid your donation, Buskaid can claim
back the 25% tax you have paid (whilst higher rate taxpayers can claim back the
additional 15% via their tax returns); and in the USA, because Buskaid USA, Inc. is
classified as a Section 501(c) (3) entity, donations qualify as tax-deductible charitable
contributions.
Once again, our Trustees in both South Africa and the UK, chaired by Jill Richards
and Andrey Kidel respectively, have generously given of their considerable time and
expertise, for which we are profoundly grateful. We especially appreciate the support
of our UK Trustees in the run-up to the London concert. We offer our sincere thanks to
UK Trustee Sara Kidel, who recently resigned because of family commitments; and we
welcome a number of supportive new parent Trustees in South Africa.
We also acknowledge the vital role of all Buskaid’s administrative staff, most especially
in our overworked South African office! Sadly our UK administrator Imogen Haig has
recently resigned for personal reasons. We warmly thank Imogen for the year she
spent working for Buskaid, and we wish her well. We are in the process of appointing
a new UK administrator, who will be in touch with you in early 2013.

Finally, our heartfelt thanks to you all once again for your continuing interest in, and
support for Buskaid. We send you our warmest wishes for the very best of times
during the forthcoming Festive Season, and a happy and healthy New Year.

Rosemary Nalden / DECEMBER 2012
As we go to press, we have just received the news that Nanette Andersen, our beloved
Alexander teacher, has died. We dedicate this Newsletter to the memory of her
radiant presence at our Music School, and her steadfast devotion to us all.

Principal
Sponsors 2012
..........................................................
SOUTH AFRICA
National Lottery Distribution
Trust Fund (NLDTF)
TOTAL South Africa
The Annenberg Foundation
Anonymous
Ichikowitz Family Foundation
The Doshi Group of Companies
SAMRO
Lil and David Munro
William Kentridge
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust

Sponsorships in kind
Grahams Hi-Fi
JP Guivier & Co Ltd
International Tertiary Study
The Royal Academy of Music
The Oppenheimer Memorial Trust
We acknowledge with great appreciation
photographers Graham de Lacy and Pierre
du Toit who continue to donate their time
and expertise so generously to Buskaid

Sponsorship in kind
Total Exposure – through the BASA
Mentorship Programme
Universal Music
Classic FM
Centre for Sports Medicine, Rosebank
Consulat de France, Johannesburg

Graham de Lacy

UNITED KINGDOM
General Funding (donations
above £500)
Kirsh Foundation Holdings Limited
Roger and Rosemary Chadder
Tristan Jakob-Hoff and Amy Walker
Lord Sumption
Oldershaw Singers Summer Concert
Cairns Charitable Trust
Richard and Emma Deakin
Fundraising Concert
OVSH Trust
The TL Trust
Graham Leonard Jones

Donations worldwide can be made online
at www.buskaid.org.za or by post to the
addresses shown overleaf

Simiso Radebe’s Tertiary Study
The Caring Trust
Glyn Harper Trust
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...........................
Buskaid
www.buskaid.org.za
Ubungani
www.ubungani.org
Total Exposure
www.totalexposure.co.za
Le Chevalier de Saint-George
www.chevaliersaintgeorge.fr
TEDxObserver
www.guardian.co.uk/tedx
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HPXB1HgNz68
Harlem Quartet
www.harlemquartet.com
Graham de Lacy
www.grahamdelacy.com
Jill Richards
www.jillrichards.com
Pierre du Toit
www.mylensandi.com
Aubrey Kurlansky
www.aubreykurlansky.co.uk
Photographers:
Graham de Lacy
Pierre du Toit
Rosemary Nalden
Pascal Assailly
Yao Modzinou

Greg da Silva
Ewa Winczewski
Hazel Macmillan
Lesego Mokonoto

CONTACT DETAILS
...........................
South Africa
The Buskaid Trust (IT4749/99)
Director: Rosemary Nalden
Administrator: Anne Bull
Tel: +27 11 442 9676
Fax: +27 11 788 4461
Email: bull@buskaid.org.za
rosemary@buskaid.org.za
PO Box 1598
Parklands
2121
Johannesburg
United Kingdom
The Buskaid Trust 1015089
Administrator: Imogen Haig
(until 15th January 2013)
Tel: +44 (0) 1491 873 357
Mobile: +44 (0) 790 040 4954
Email: imogen.haig@buskaid.co.uk
3 Warren Farm Cottages
Rectory Road
Streatley
Berks RG8 9QG

United States of America
Buskaid Inc
30-0248523
Chief Operating Officer: Brenda Shick
Tel: +1 330 524 4143
Email: chefveggie@centurytel.net
2503 Village Court
Vermilion, OH 44089
USA

HELPING YOUNG BLACK MUSICIANS IN
SOUTH AFRICAN TOWNSHIPS

www.buskaid.org.za
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